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La relation d aide carl rogers

Relationship of help towards Carl Rogers 4/4 These three acts, which are all virtues - conglomerateness, unconditional positive consideration and empathy - lead to what constitutes the heart and peak of cpa: the relationship of help. (a) The carl rogers thing first defines the relationship to help with its purpose: I mean, by this expression of
aid relationships, relationships in which at least one of the two protagonists seeks to encourage in the second growth, development, maturity, better functioning, and better ability to face life [1]. It then defines it with its effectiveness, and this is the most common: The aid relationship could still be defined as a situation in which one of the
participants seeks in one or both parties to promote greater appreciation of an individual's internal latent resources, as well as a greater possibility of expression and better functional use of those resources. Rogers wants to hold two things: 1. we need others, and this applies especially to people in difficulty, more fragile; 2. Never another
replacement for us in action. How can these two conflicting imperatives be reconciled? To a relationship of help. But the term help must be used in the most precise sense of the adjuvant cause as opposed to the main cause. However, the action stems from the potential present in the main agent that the adjuvant cause helps to detect.
Therefore, it is the action of the helper (therapist) to awaken the other to the potentials that lie within it. Rogers understands that while each individual has a fundamental ability to find solutions to their problems, it is prudent not to mechanically change what that individual feels and develops originally within himself. The more fragile and
necessary the human being of care is known, the more warm he needs, the more prudent it is not to interfere in clumsy, exaggerated, reckless directness, on this self-directed aspect, on this possibility of realizing and organizing oneself. However, this potential for growth must be fostered by a social texture. Rogers gives three examples
that are also metaphors. That of the gardener who is adjuvant with respect to the tree and nature in general: the tree has a orientation, because if one branch is cut off, if necessary it will suppress the other. But he also needs a certain hummus. Our author also sometimes talks about maieutics: Rogers introduced himself... like a midwife
who admires the birth of herself, [4] ». But Rogers believes the best analogy for expressing psychotherapy (and, more generally, human relationships), is to provide 'psychological amniotic' fluid. Peretti himself objectes: Sometimes today it is said that we should not help others, that helping is pretentious, paternalistic. And he replies: This
does not necessarily mean that you are in a state of superiority: you often need it smaller than yourself! Here we find the aristotle doctrine of the relationship between art and nature (partly explained by the Avicena doctrine of the hierarchy of effective causes). But this can also be taken into account in terms of donation. The purpose of
pedagogy, medicine, psychotherapy, any help, is not to create a heart that is already there, but to awaken it, to return a person to that heart. Indeed, the heart is the capacity for reception, as well as action. b) Name In this aspect we can talk about indirectity; but the notion of help relationship is desirable because it positively describes the
therapist's action. The prevailing technique, which promotes awareness in the client, requires a high degree of restraint from the caregiver, not a superior degree of active initiative. Rogers also talks about counseling, although it can be heard with advice, on the escort side: listening more than intervention, and on the side of the
accompanied: attention to the person more than the problem presents: The council suggests promoting in the individual greater autonomy and personality better aligned. It does not seem that better results should be expected than the method in which the consultant would give his opinion to solve the problem. The focus is on the person,
not the problem. Again, traditional philosophy is illuminating: indeed, very close to the adjuvant cause are causa consilians. c) Anthropological assumption: Rogers' human goodness was aware that this doctrine of aid relationships was based on a certain representation of man. If the intervention of a psychotherapist is only external,
adjuvant, then this is because the person: 1. endowed with active abilities; 2. that these opportunities are at home; 3. that they are inherently good: the fundamental nature of human beings, when they function freely, is constructive and reliable. This is an inevitable consequence for me of a quarter of a century of experience in
psychotherapy. Rogers doesn't deny man is doing evil, but points out he's at his worst it's still good: I don't think I have a naïvely optimistic view of human nature. I am fully aware that, by the need to ward off internal fears, an individual can behave in an incredibly cruel, horribly destructive, immature, regressive, antisocial and damaging
way. Nevertheless, the work I do with such individuals, researching and discovering the very positively oriented trends that exist in them as in all of us, at the deepest level, is one of the most pleasant and empowering aspects of my experience. Take an example: seemingly savage man is, deep down, incurably sociable: Hostile and
antisocial feelings are constantly revealed in therapy, so it is easy to assume that they indicate the deep nature, and therefore the fundamental nature of man. It has only gradually become clear that these saving and antisocial feelings are neither the deepest nor the strongest, and that the core of personality is the very organism whose
essence is to preserve oneself and have a social life. Again, it is truly a return to the heart, hostile, because hostile. 5) Fruits of Self-Resushing These four attitudes culminating in a relationship to help grow in many ways, which are confirmations that the logic behind CPA is indeed the dynamics of the gift. a) Heart Primacy, therefore,
consider the data collected by Rogers. My heart seems like a principle of explanation. Everything converges on him: the patient (or client) must be able to get into his heart and the therapist help him, with all the delicacies that this entails. There is violence that enslaves another (person, people) and makes it a tool. Fortunately, our world is
becoming increasingly sensitive. But there is a more subtle violence that clearly discerns the person in the other; and, precisely because they are another person, we must instill in him what is true and impose on him what is good, even if it means breaking his freedom. The deepest, most commonly ignored violence against others is to
offer them a truth they do not see (for whatever reason) or impose good on them that they do not want. Our world, which has gone too disobeying the true and the good, to the point where it despairs of both, first became an infinite awareness of true search without seeking the good of others. Finally, it could be said that Michel Foucault's
studies on physical training thankfully condemned justified violence in the name of the real (Abjure your infidelity, and good (It's for your own good). The opposite mistake, equally inadmissible, would be to disqualify the right and the good necessarily by linking them to violence. From this point of view, the Catholic doctrine of religious
freedom is a miracle of balance: freedom is for truth; but the condition for accepting the truth is unconditional respect for freedom. Often forgetting one of the two concepts among Christians (secular oblivion of truth; uncompromising oblivion of freedom) speaks volumes about the difficulty of holding that balance. The question is to
reconcile not first from the outside, but from within the two spiritual faculties in charge of achieving the right and the good. However, it is the heart that unites its use. So it's a matter of, once again, descending into our hearts. Every person who acts as violence towards another in the name of his truth not only calmed his heart, but
reconciled, united his heart, transforms from within into a battlefield between freedom and truth. The anthropology of giving must articulate will and intelligence very finely. How many hearts are hurt in the name of primates of truth. In this regard, it is most valuable to listen to children, people with disabilities and the poorest. b) Mutual
relations between gift 2 and gift 3 Self-fulfillment is self-fulfillment. In other words, Gift 3 completes gift 2 (appropriation). For me, enrichment is to open channels of communication that allow others to share their feelings and their world with me, as they perceive it. That's because I feel everything that brings me the understanding that I'm
trying to remove the barriers that exist between others and me, so that if they want to, they can be revealed to me more fully. Indeed, empathy, the relationship of help leads directly to change: Here is a paradoxical aspect of my experience: the more I am willing to be myself, in all the complexity of life, the more I strive to understand and
accept what is really in myself and in the other, the more change happens. It is indeed paradoxical to note that to the extent that each of us accepts to be himself, he discovers not only that he is changing, but that the characters he is related to are also changing. The philosophy of the heart explains this: through empathy, a person feels
joined together in his heart, even more so, he joins in, he touches his heart. However, the heart is the origin of action, the principle from which actual actions begin; even more so, at heart, there is no distance between faculties that too superficial to ourselves, our defense moral: he who lives in his heart no longer separates truthful and
good, contemplation and action. c) Communion or reciprocal gift 3 is a gift for fellowship. Indeed, as as much empathy and relationship help asymmetrical as communion is reciprocal. However, the purpose of these methods is to build a symmetrical relationship. If I can trust myself as I am and to the other as it is, with what we feel both
our butes and our contradictions or our current dissonance, following the other one where he stands, [...] and if my presence is intense enough, effortlessly on him [...], far from fixing us, I will increase our shared opportunities to develop together at the lowest cost, in accordance with our own positive orientations. 6) Critical assessment I
will settle for a few detailed observations. a) Reservation How not to approve this absolute submission to the fact and especially the inner experience? But this claim does not pass without a certain empirical reductionism excluding both intellectual appreciation and the authority of faith. On the one hand, there is a claim against the wisdom
of the mind: Whenever I believed inner and unintelectual feeling, I discovered the wisdom of my action. Hence the consequences and confirmations in voluntary life: When we manage to free an individual from his defensive attitudes ..., we can trust his reactions: they will be positive, dynamic, constructive. We don't have to ask ourselves
who will socialize them: because one of his deepest needs is to connect with others and communicate with them [...]. We don't have to wonder who will control his aggressive instincts, because as he becomes more open to all his instincts, his need to be loved by others and his tendency to give favor will be as strong as the instincts that
make him kick or realize. It is in a way a denial of the work of virtue, the need for asethism, self-denial, conversion. On the other hand, here is a claim against the authority of faith: My own experience is the cornerstone of all validity. [...] Neither the Bible, nor the prophet, nor Freud, nor the Quest, nor the revelations that come from God or
people can take over my direct and personal experience. b) The principle of method If it is doubtful that Li Rogers theorizes - starting with his empirical assumptions , his observations are often preferable to the point of correcting them. Indeed, a psychologist is first and foremost faithful to reality, which he does not cease to study with
humility. Here's an example: his empiricality would lead him natively to doubt universally, even the truth. Moreover, being too shy, respecting the other, is there no risk of you never getting out of yourself, since empathy is open to the other, but never reaches universally? Rogers replies deeply: One of my most naging discoveries, because,



thanks to her, I feel closer to others, could be said as follows: what is most personal is also the most general. [...] I almost always found that the feeling that seemed most intimate, personal and therefore incomprehensible to others turned out to be a term that caused an echo in many other people. I have come to the conclusion that the
unique and most personal thing in each of us is probably a feeling, even if it is shared or expressed, it would speak most deeply to others. Rogers said: This allowed me to perceive artists and poets as beings who dare to express what is unique about them. Isn't there, applied to the heart, a secret law that also applies to being, light, and,
surprisingly, a gift: the more intimate reality is, the more universal it is? Indeed, all hearts, all centers are places of gushing, as well as receptivity: The water I will give you will become a source of water gushing into eternal life (Jn 4:14). c) Discernment I will distinguish between his practical philosophy that seems happy to me and a
philosophy theorized sometimes questionable. For example: I believe that the best way to unravel this purpose of life, as seen in my relationships with my clients, is to use Sister Kierkegaard's words: to be truly myself. In fact, Rogers means we must always start with consuence, which is certainly true; but origin is not the purpose.
Confusion comes not from a false view of reality, but from a lack of rigour in systematization. This isn't the only time Rogers has had a confused cause and effect. Let us repeat the quote we amputated from his first words: One consequence of my views is that the fundamental nature of the human being, when it functions freely, is
constructive and reliable. However, this consequence, inductively established, is ontologically adequate. I only mention bibliography books. 1) Primary bibliography - Carl Rogers, Auxiliary Relationship and Psychotherapy, trad. Jean-pierre Paris, ESF, 1971, 111996, 2 sub-worlds. A person's development, trad. Eleanor Lily Herbert, Paris,
Dunod, 1966, 21970. Autobiography by Jacques Hochmann and Catherine Dubernard, Paris, Epi, 1971. Freedom to learn?, translated by Daniel Le Bon, et al. Education Sciences No. 5, Paris, Dunod, 1972. Meeting groups, trad. Daniel Le Bon, et al. Education Sciences No. 9, Paris, Dunod, 1973, 1976. Reinventing the Couple, translated
by Théo Carlier, Paris, Robert Laffont, 1974, et al. Answers, 1990. Personalistic manifesto. foundations of personal policy, trad. Michèle Navarro, et al. Organization and Humanities No 18, Paris, Dunod, 1979. Carl Rogers and Godelieve Kinget Marian, psychotherapy and human relationships. Theory and practice of therapy without
directive, Leuven, University publications, 1962; revised ed., 21965; Leuven, University Publications and Paris, by Béatrice Nauwelaerts, 1966. 2) Secondary Bibliography - Howard Kirschenbaum and Valérie Land Henderson (eds.), Person-Centered Approach. Anthology of texts, Lausanne, Randin, 2001. André de Peretti, presence of
Carl Rogers, Paris, Eres, 1997; Thought and Truth by Carl Rogers, Toulouse, Privat, 1974 (foreword by Carl Rogers). Jean-Marc Priels and Claire Demaret, Focused Approach to a Person. Sketch of the French bibliography 1951-1998, Supplement No. 15 Rogérian movement, March 1999, p. 23-26 Brian Thorne, Understanding Carl
Rogers, Daniel Le Bon, et al. Pedagogical, Toulouse, Privat, 1994. 3) Other books on the same topic - Jean Artaud, Listening, Attitudes and Techniques. Listening in Human Relations, Lyon, Social Chronicle, 1991. Jean-Luc Hetu, relationship help. Basic Elements and Development Guide, Paris, Gaetan Morin, 1994 - Roger Mucchielli,
Face-to-Face Interview, Paris, ESF Edition, 1998. Jacques Salomé, Relationship Support and Training Maintenance, Lille, Lille University Press, 1990. 4) Webography For articles see websites dedicated to Carl Rogers. For example, in French: Pascal Ide [1] Carl Rogers, Personal Development, p. 29. [2] Ibid., May 29, 12:30 p.m. André
de Peretti, Thought and Truth by Carl Rogers, 160 [4] Ibid., 47th [5] Ibid., 160. Carl Rogers, Auxiliary Liaison and Psychotherapy, 196. [7] Ibid., p. 196: Personal Development, 29 October 2019 André de Peretti, Thought and Truth by Carl Rogers, 148 [9] Ibid., 25. [10] Ibid., 158, and 159. [11] Ibid., 18th [12] Ibid., 20th [13] Ibid., 147th [14]
Ibid., 21st [15] Ibid., 148th [16] Ibid., p. [17] Ibid., 24th Street. [18] Ibid., 174. [19] Ibid., 148th St. 8.2.2019 8.2.2019
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